Hora’s
Holy Trail

Church of the “Estavromenos”(The church
of the Holy Crucifixion)

O

n a warm summer’s night every August, around the
11th of the month, the centuries old churches of
Hora are opened to the public with volunteers on hand to
give the visitors an insight into the history of the churches
and the icons within.
Many of these churches are found in the winding alleyways
located at the foot of the illuminated Castro. Some of the
smaller churches are lit only by oil burning in the lamps
hung from the icon walls and the flickering of candles
placed in the candle holders by visitors. These smaller
churches were usually built as family chapels as they are
located amongst homes.
The best place to commence your walk of discovery is at
the church of the “Estavromenos” (The church of the Holy
Crucifixion), located on the right past Zorba’s Restaurant
and just before the fork in the road which leads up to the
Castro. Whilst here, ask locals for directions to the other
churches.
The following is a brief overview regarding details of the
churches located in Hora and may come in handy to take
with you if you are visiting Kythera in August, as many of
the volunteers manning the churches on the night only
speak Greek.

Church of the Crucifixion – “Estavromenos”

The church is situated in an area of Hora locals refer to
as “Konostasi”. This church was built in the second half
of the 17th Century and is believed to have been built on
the site of an older church of the same name, as there is
reference made to the older church in archival records
dating back to 1565. The current church was built by
Filotheos, who also built the church of Mirtidiotissa
located in citadel of Monemvasia, in the south eastern
part of the Peloponnese. He passed away in 1697, as
church records make reference to his funeral on the
15th of May and later records indicate his remains were
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placed in a special box alongside the remains of
a priest named Iakovos Skordili who were both
entombed in 1711. An icon was placed in front
of their remains depicting Christ with Filotheos
and Iakovos on either side. The inscription found
on the icon, loosely translates to:
“Entombed are the remains of the departed
Bishop Filotheos and Deacon Iakovos Skordili”
The icon can be seen next to the Bishops Throne.
A plaque also appears above the entrance to
the church honouring the builder. The church
register, which began in 1671, refers to the church
as the “Episkopi” (Diocese) and has remained as
such to the present day. Older archival records indicate
that prior to this date the Church of St George Lombardos
at Halepaki in Hora was the Diocese.
Many families such as the Cassimaty, Veneri, Dourente,
Rikardi, Lastioti, and Morizou, to name a few have been
mentioned in records as parishioners and have been
buried in or around the grounds of the church.
In August 1797 the church foreground was the spot
where the French proclaimed equality for all residents of
Kythera. The locals were invited to a ceremony raising
the French flag, planting of the “Freedom Tree” and
witnessing the burning of land titles documents which
were controlled by the oppressing Venetians. In an act to
eradicate signs of the previous rulers, Venetian crests and
coats of arm were ordered to be removed from homes,
and the Lion of St Mark (the symbol of the Venice) was
chiselled off the wall of the Castro. It must be noted here
that the only surviving plaque with the Lion of St Mark
in Kythera, can be seen at the entrance to the Castro of
Kato Hora (Milopotamos) and is clearly dated in Roman
numerals to 1565.
Each year the
blessed icon of
the Mirtidiotissa
is
bought
to
the church on
the Sunday of
Orthodoxy and
remains there until
Easter Monday,
when she begins to
be toured around
the island on foot
for two weeks from
village to village
and returned to
the monastery, in

the annual pilgrimage referred to as the “Gira”. This
ritual was believed to have commenced in 1842 when at
that time the island was suffering from severe drought.
The icon was taken around to bless the land and the
people and bring the miracle of rain, which did happen
and so the tradition has been carried on ever since.
If you are lucky enough to encounter Mrs Eleni Harou
(retired high school teacher and resident historian)
visiting this church and you understand Greek, she will
give you a thorough and informative tour of the church.

Agia Anna

The church of Agia Anna is located in a high part of
Hora referred to as “Anemomilon” (windmill). It has been
referred to in text
prior to 1699 as
older, crumbling
and bare. In 1693
the Brotherhood
of St Anna was
granted
rights
to form under
the supervision
of the Venetian
Governor and sea captain. In 1699 The Brotherhood held
their first conference and Devine liturgy. As one of their
actions they resolved to renovate the old church. The
Venetians had the power to audit the operations of The
Brotherhood at any time, thus keeping them monitored.
The committee members of The Brotherhood consisted
of Episkopos Kytheron Nektarios Venieris, Parthenios
Darmaros, Velerios Masselos and 40 other individuals
of Kythera and Cretan refugees. Their main focus was to
renovate and make the church operational and organise
religious festivals to be held at the church.
In the 18th & 19th centuries the church was operated as a
dual occupancy church, with two holy alters, two sets of
divine liturgies each Sunday and two set of parishioners
(probably Catholic and Greek Orthodox). The finished
churched was celebrated in 1871. The old icon screen
was wood carved and contained bone remains, which are
now housed within the church. The new icon screen was
made during the 19th century and the silver gilding of the
icon was done by Nicholas Spithakis, who also made the
gilding for the icons of Mirtidiotissa, Agia Moni and St
Theodore among other historical icons of Kythera.
In 1854 the bell tower was built and some of the porous
stones used came from the dilapidated church of St Basil
located in the Kleisto Vourko (Kleisto, Greek meaning
closed and Vourko an Italian adaptation meaning Village).
The bells were a gift from the Kytherians of Teriesti who
were established and living there. The church is one of the
richest in Hora and has an arched ceiling and a women’s
chamber accessible both by both internal and external
staircase.

Church of the Transformation of the
Saviour at Sfakiana.
This church was built in 1679 by refugees from Crete,
who fled the Turkish occupation to Kythera. The area
in Hora where the
church is located was
primarily inhabited by
families of Sfakiana,
Crete and thus became
known as Sfakiana.
An inscription above
the entrance dates back
to November 1679 and
makes reference to the
families who built the
church. Two of the
surnames mentioned
are Sarakianou and
Vardas. The church
celebrates its feast day on the 6th August. The original
icon screen was made of wood but was replaced by a
marble one in 1896, carved by Giorgios Kaparia. The
silver gilded icon is the work of Nicholas Spitahakis.

Church of the All Saints at Troulous

This church was believed to have been built during the
17th century in the area of Hora known as “Troulous”
by the Fanari
family. In 1695
the
family
allocated half
of the church
to the Belessis
family, so from
that time the
church was
owned by both
families. The
priests that served in the church were from the two
families, however with a lack of priests from either family
at one point in time, the priesthood was handed over to
the Ierea family.
The church is a single arch roof structure with a ladies
chamber on the western side and has a small bell tower
on the exterior left. The icons found within the church are
unsigned by artists with the exception of two “Prodromos
and “Elkomenos” which have been identified as the works
of Dimitri Karvela who belonged to the Cretan school of
iconography and lived during the 18th & 19th centuries.

St George of Lombardo

Found in the location of Halepaki, just outside Kleisto
Vourko. It was the old Diocese church of Kythera prior to
the Estavromenos. Notary records dating back as early as
1564 make reference to it as the church of the Piazza and
in 1680 it is already referred to as the prior Diocese. The
records indicate the church was “jus publico” belonging to
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the garrison
diplomatic
corp during
Ve n e t i a n
times
and
was hired out
to interested
priest who
would outbid
each other
for the use
of the church and its surrounding estate. In a will
document dated 1656 of Bishop Athanasios Valerianos,
he makes claim to have been allocated the church and the
surrounding estate by Mrs Malipieri, wife of his eminence
Mr Alivize Lombardo, who once owned the church and
hence the name of the church. Valerianos, leaves the
church to his nephew Neofito.
In 1697 lord Nicholas Salamon, leader of the militia
(ancestor of Dionissios Solomos, writer of the Greek
National Anthem) rented out the church for a three year
term to Protosigello Veneri. In 1760 records indicate a
Dorotheos Basimoulos in charge at that time undertook a
major renovation to the church. He later left Kythera and
the church was turned over to Tzanneto Darmaro. On
his death in 1848 the control of the church passed to his
children, who in turn handed it over to be cared for by the
monk Kirilos Kentroti. The church is a single room with
an arched roof, having an entrance on the southern side
above which is a double arched bell tower.

The church of St John the Theologian

This church is located next to the residence of the
Mitropoliti of Kythera. It has a single arch roof with

the belief of the saviour of their immortal soul and that is
why so many churches were constructed during this time.
If you did not have the means to offer in this way you were
expected to leave something in your will to the church.
The icon of St John the Theologian gilded in silver is
located on the right-hand side of the icon screen and
has an inscription that bears the names of the Fatseas
brothers who paid to build the church. Church records
indicate the nickname of the family was “Neskes” and
the church is referred to as “Neskianikos”. There have
been many parish priests from the Fatseas family with the
last believed to have been Antoni Fatseas a monk, son of
Petro, who served at the church until 1843.
In 1783 during a period when there were no priests from
the family, they contracted the services of priest to Kirillos
Stais, with a signed contract committing him to ensuring
the church was to be lit and services to take place every
day of the year until such time when a priest from the
Fatseas family was ready to take over. The church was
one of the wealthiest churches of its day. Amongst many
of the treasures of the church is an icon believed to be
dated to about 1699 of Panagia Mesopantitisas which was
bought to Kythera by Cretan refugees fleeing the town of
Handaka.
In the 1833 census the parish was recorded as having 129
parishioners, and church records indicate families from
Kapsali attended this church as there were no churches
in Kapsali at that time. In the 18th century the parish
grew to over 200 people and amongst those were many
foreigners from Crete, Milos, Tsia, Zakinthos, Spetses
and Mykonos. There were also families from the southern
Peloponnese town of Mistra and one of these families was
the Spithakis family, who were three generations of gold
merchants. Nicholas Spithakis as mentioned earlier as
being known for his gold and silver gilding work of icons
around Kythera, grew up in the neighbourhood and is
believed to have been buried near the church. Records
for this church commenced in 1662 and ceased in 1858.

Church of the Trion Ierarhon (Three Holy Fathers)

a semicircle arch alter in the style of other Kytherian
churches and a beautiful three arched bell tower. A
surviving marble plaque containing a family crest and
inscriptions and another inside the church, state the
church was built by Zoyanis (John) and Lodoviko Fatseas
in 1626.
In that era, one of the primary concerns of one’s life was
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The church also referred to as the “Staianiki” church, is
a single arch church with a double arched bell tower and
believed to have been built during the mid-1800s on land
owned by Ioannis
and Giorgos Stais,
sons of Theodore. In
1759 the records refer
to the parish priest
as father Tsiortsi
Stais son of the late
Theodore,
whom
bequeathed in his will
in 1792, the church
pass to his nephews
and that they employ
a priest to perform

services every Sunday and on major feast days and
ensuring the church’s oil lamps were lit every day. This
church, as are many of the other churches mentioned in
this article, are now sub-branches of the main church of
the Holy Crucifixion. The church is opened up for vespers
preceding the feast day of Trion Ierarhon. It should also
be noted that Valerios Stais, renowned archaeologist is
buried in the courtyard of the church.

Saint Barbara

The church is situated just outside Kleisto Vourko believed
to date back prior
to 1564, belonged
to the Doukatari
family, who were
descendants of an
old Roman family
named
Orsini.
In the 1700s the
church
records
indicate that the
parish priest was Dimitri Doukataris son of Tziortzi.
The church had suffered damaged, but has undergone
renovations in recent years.

St Jacob

The church is a single room structure and is hidden,
surrounded by dwellings. It too is found just outside Kleisto
Vourko and like the
neighbouring St
Barbara was owned
by the Doukatari
family. In the 18th
Century
Father
Dimitri Doukataris
gifted the church
with all its contents
to Ioannis Darmaro,
who married his adopted daughter. Records show in 1832
the church was owned by Zaharia Mavromatis.

St Anastasia

This church is located at the entrance to Hora on the
Kapsali side, on the property of the Pastou family and was
referred to in a will of Priest Efstratios Araouseou in 1699.
The church was
an annex of the
church of St
George owned
by the Kaloutsi
family in Kleisto
Vourko. It is a
single arched
structure with a
single bell tower
and red roof
tiles.

Church of St Dionissios of Aegina
This is the chapel found in the Orthodox graveyard
located next to the Catholic graveyard of St Mina, which
was later used
by the English.
The church of St
Dionissios
was
built
in 1896,
during the mayoral
term of Mihali
Nikiforaki, who
established
the
public cemetery of Hora. It too is a single roofed structure
with a single bell tower and red roof tiles.

St Martino(Mina) at Pigadia

One of the areas located under the Castro is referred to
as Pigadia (wells). During the Venetian rule it was the
water source
for
Hora.
Located in this
vicinity is the
church with it’s
surrounding
buildings
established as
a Franciscan
Monastery
known as St Martino. The church is later referred to
by the Orthodox as St Mina. The courtyard around the
church served as a Catholic graveyard. The Monastery
was operated as a nursing home/hospital. In 1635 archival
papers make reference to the Frior Bintsenzo Moudatsos
as parish priest and a Maneas
Kaloutsis as overseer of the
property. During British
rule it was used to house
Anglican services and there
were several British buried
in the graveyard within the
grounds of the monastery.
The English tombstones
were later relocated to the
Archaeological Museum of
Hora(currently undergoing a
transformation), and the bones were exhumed and buried
in a mass grave next to the Orthodox section of the Hora
graveyard. The church these days is unfortunately empty
and run down.
Kalie Zervos
Note: Translations above are exerts from text written by Eleni
Harou appearing in the 2014 Booklet Calendar supplied by the
Mitropolis of Kythera. A special thank you to Ruby M Feros,
who kindly donated the Greek/English dictionary to Kythera
House which I used to help me with the translations.
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